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ju-on: the grudge haunted house simulator isnt for everyone, but its one of the most unique horror
experiences youll find on any console. its a fun idea with problems, but you can play it if youre a fan
of j-horror and just want to experience a unique, unusual game in an established genre. ju-on: the
grudge haunted house simulator is a fun, unique concept that deserves attention for its ambition,

but that style is far from a recipe for success. its a shame, as its a game that could have been a lot
better. but regardless, the grudge remains in a class of its own with its cast of weirdos, lovable loser
types, and spooky surroundings, and there’s no question that it’s a film that will live on for decades

to come. its been a very long time since the original film was released, and it’s a good thing that
something like ju-on: the grudge haunted house exists as a reminder of how timeless these stories

are and how much they still have to offer. theres some inherent fun to the grudge because of how it
plays with expectations. when you visit a location, you get a brief introduction to the area. you can

then enter either the haunted house or the safe house, and then once you enter you get to play
through the haunted house like the game is a traditional haunted house. the game will avoid its

biggest sin of having you directly access the safe house without the proper equipment, but its still a
little disappointing to not be able to explore each location in the same way you would in a traditional

game. its an odd choice, because most of the game is spent in the haunted house, and you cant
explore the locations at all without the right equipment. its only as the game progresses that you

unlock the ability to explore the locations with your own eyes.
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the first big flaw that i found with this game is that its familiar setting. we all know how grudgebegan
and we all have seen many a home made haunted house (or should i say grudge-themed haunted
house) at halloween, but what makes this game special is that ju-on: the grudgeis the original. so

why does this game feel like all the familiar beats have been used? by now any grudge-based game
should feel like a long-playing prequel because of the game mechanic of the cursed and cursed-

stuffed grudgewe all know and love. jumperincluded a series of puzzles that werent explained by the
game, but they were hinted at, but what juon: the grudgedoes is made the ghosts happen because
its a first-person horror game. thats basically the same thing that the grudgedid. it doesnt help that
theres a number of scenes where the player is prompted to move down a hallway, only to have the

camera pan out and reveal nothing. there are a few scares here and there, but theyre mostly
forgettable. thankfully, theres some more interesting gameplay to be had. theres a decent camera
angle, but with that comes the uncanny use of light. in the beginning, theres a lot of darkness and
theres a lot of light, but as theres more and more of a presence in the game, theres less and less

light. a great example of this is when you start to walk into the haunted house. theres a few things
that are initially off, but theres a spotlight that illuminates the area that ruby moves into, while

another illuminates the hallway. i know that light illuminates the dark, but its especially interesting
when you see how it effects the environment. it makes the strange go away. 5ec8ef588b
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